A Huge Thank You for all of our Virtual Collaborators
Early in 2020, our nation and schools were flipped upside down as the Covid-19
pandemic thrust all into a position not seen before in modern times. As a district
we were forced to approach teaching and learning in an entirely new direction as
we had to transition our entire curricular program into a virtual platform and
recreate the student engagement our students experience in person in our
classrooms in this virtual world. In order to do so, the Pre K-12 team relied upon a
group of incredible teachers who volunteered their time to write, review, and
publish new content, all while continuing to perform their own teaching duties and support their students,
families, colleagues, and friends. We want to take a moment to say thank you to all of these dedicated staff
members, many of which continue to support the creation of new materials for use in our ‘classrooms’ as we
progress into the second half of the school year.
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Claire Brinker (Grade 5)

Danielle Affinito (IS6, IS7)

Cynthia Hollies (Physics)

Jennifer Chin (Grade 1)

Rehana Ahmed (IS7)

Kevin Martz (AWP)

Bernadette Freeland (Grade 5)

Rebecca Barrett (IS6)

Helene McLauglin (Physics)

Kathryn Hageman (Grade 5)

Reilly Barrett (IS6)

Jon Pisanic (Physics)

Zulay Joa (Grade 5)

Brent Bowman (Canvas Developer)

Lissa Vincent (AWP, Physics)

Lindsey Mackey (Grade 1)

Nicole Brown (IS8)

Laura Dinerman (Biology)

Katelyn Mattey (Grade 2)

Kit Damonte (Reviewer)

Lauren Wilkinson (ESOL Biology)

Coleen Moreland (Grades 3, 5)

Dustin Deem (IS8)

Laura Hartman (Biology)

James Nelson (Grade 5)

Sumaya Fahmy (IS7)

Matthew Johnson
(Canvas Developer, Reviewer)

Karen Palmer (Grade 2)

Elizabeth Fishman (IS8)

Carrie Brown (Chemistry)

Krishni Patrick (Grade 5)

Rebecca Gibbs (IS8)

Niambi Wills (Chemistry)

Kelly Reiter (Grade K)

Tama Hobbs (IS6)

Patrick Roberts (ESOL Chem)

Amy Larson (Reviewer)
Jessica Luna (IS6)
Mike McGough (IS7)
RJ Rose (IS8)

